
INTRODUCTION
You, a handful of random individuals, have been saved from certain death—
whether a bizarre accident or deadly disease—by the large, mysterious, 
telephathic floating cube that calls itself the Tesseract. In return, the Tesseract 
demands that you undertake deadly missions, earning points for completing 
strange, dangerous tasks—points that can eventually be spent to earn your 
freedom. Until that freedom is achieved, however, the group of you are 
imprisoned in a concrete bunker by the Tesseract, which uses its incredible 
powers to teleport you to and from the locations of your missions. You may 
occasionally be given leave to briefly return to your own lives, but the cube 
always brings you back to the bunker and to your assigned missions. What is 
the Tesseract and what does it want? Can you slowly piece together the clues, 
all while doing your best to stay alive and to keep your new makeshift allies 
alive as well? You are trapped between life and death, but play that song one 
more time. Welcome to Purgatorio Jukebox. 
Purgatorio Jukebox is an analog roleplaying game inspired by Hiroya Oku’s 
comics series Gantz, the video game series Portal, and similar media.

CHOOSING LOCATIONS
The missions part of the game generally takes place in a major city, so pick a 
city that’s vaguely familiar to the players. Alternately, the missions could take 
place in a different type of location: a small- or medium-sized town, a seaside 
tourist destination, an abandoned military complex hidden in the mountains, 
or something even weirder like a series of artificial deathtraps. Most any 
location works, as long as you can imagine the characters being dispatched 
on deadly missions there.
During downtime, the characters are either stuck in the concrete bunker 
that houses the Tesseract (see the image above for some idea of how it might 
look) or teleported back to wherever they came from—typically for 24 hours 
of “leave” at a time. Typically, the place where the characters go on leave is 
the same city that the missions are located in, but that doesn’t have to be the 
case either. Perhaps the characters are kidnapped by the Tesseract from a 
major city like Tokyo but then sent to perform dangerous tasks in the vast 
wilderness of northern Canada or even on an unknown planet.
However you want to handle things, decide on these locations as a group.
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CHARACTER CREATION
Roll on the following table to generate characters who have been saved from 
death by the Tesseract. In additiont to 3-5 PCs, it’s recommended that you 
generate an additional 2-3 NPCs for the GM to portray.

age former job died from who’s missing you? experience
1 teen office work drowning nobody (yet) newly arrived
2 20s blue collar shooting kid/pet newly arrived
3 30s none automobile lover/spouse 1 mission
4 40s criminal accident friend/coworker 1 mission
5 50s school illness sibling/parent 1d6 missions
6 elder health/legal your job mentor/elder 1d6+3 missions

If your character is NOT newly arrived and has survived one or more of 
the Tesseract’s assigned missions, then you start having already scored 
some points. Give each such character 10 points for each mission they have 
completed (note that this is a simplified method of scoring points, used only in 
character creation; once you begin play, you will score points for completing 
missions according to the “Scoring Missions” section of the rules). If you want 
some sense of the kind of missions your charcater might have completed in 
the past, ask the GM to roll on the “Generating Missions” table. Finally, if 
multiple characters have experience with completing missions, have each 
character roll 1d6 for each mission that they would have been on together 
(not that you can feel both Love and Hate for the same character):

what did they do that impacted your feelings? result
1 they did something you thought was amazing +1 Love with them
2 they helped you out or saved your skin +1 Love with them
3 there was a moment when your eyes met +2 Love with them
4 they were uncaring or an asshole to you +1 Hate with them
5 they did something you thought was horrible +1 Hate with them
6 they betrayed you or broke your heart +2 Hate with them

After generating the characters, take some time to name them, flesh out 
their descriptions a little, and introduce them to the other players. If you’re 
playing the game in a tabletop style, making little table tents with the names 
of characters on them can be helpful. Likewise, if you’re playing in more of a 
live-action act-it-out style, nametags are helpful.

THE STRUCTURE OF PLAY
Downtime occurs immediately before and after each mission, while leave 
occurs in the rest of the time, seperate from missions. Consequently, the 
structure of each session of Purgatorio Jukebox is generally:
1. Pre-Mission Downtime
2. Mission
3. Post-Mission Downtime
4. On Leave
That said, weird things may happen during the game—especially due to parts 
of the “Mystery” being uncovered (see below)—and this structure may or 
may not hold forever. Once it breaks down or things go off the rails, it’s up to 
the GM to decide when action phases and restful/interaction phases occur.

DOWNTIME
The game begins during pre-mission downtime, the part of the game when 
the characters are all trapped in a concrete bunker with the floating Tesseract 
cube. This is mostly a time for the characters to interact freely with each 
other, either all together or splitting up into smaller groups.
If you are starting a new game, remember that (1) each newly arrived 
character has just replaced someone killed during a mission, which means 
the experienced characters may have conflicting feelings of resentment and 
protectivism toward them; and (2) the experienced players have just returned 
from a brief visit to their past lives, while the newly arrived have just narrowly 
escaped dying—or maybe been resurrected. Everybody has good reasons to 
feel and act a bit weird.
During downtime, the Tesseract will generally not speak to other characters 
unless they address it directly, and even then it often stays silent unless... 
• the Tesseract needs to psychically intervene to stop violence or an escape 

attempt from occuring in the bunker, in which case it knocks violators 
unconcious with its powers until the next mission begins; or 

• someone requests to spend the points that they have earned, in which 
case the Tesseract is all too happy to assist.

However, exploring the “Mystery” (see below) may open up new methods of 
interacting with the Tesseract.



At the end of downtime, assess if Love/Hate has changed (distinct entry? after 
each phase of play?)

GENERATING MISSIONS
Roll on the following table to generate different types of deadly missions that 
the Tesseract might send you on. Note that you can either roll once or twice 
at the beginning of the game—and have all of the missions follow that rough 
structure—or roll each time you recieve a mission, so that the deadly dangers 
constantly take new and different forms.

task target threats complications
1 steal/capture machine armed & dangerous details are vague
2 sabatoge/maim expert spooky & weird rival team
3 kill/destroy monster traps & defenses not what it seems
4 deliver/escort information inherantly difficult then, for part two
5 protect/hide facility the usual hazards short time limit
6 escape/pursue anomoly wait, what? the tables turn

The GM briefs the group on missions, in the psychic voice of the Tesseract.
Once you actually get into the mission:
1. Generate how many zones you are from the target or from the place where 
you need to accomplish the mission.
2. Hexcrawl through those zones (bit like Dark Heart but better? more like 
Freebooters? might need better tables for that)
3. Arrive at the place where you have some kind of final showdown to see 
whether you do the thing or not.

GOING ON MISSIONS
Maybe a single “move” for dealing with risk and violence during missions, 
where you get a bonus for being more experienced but where it’s also very 
swing-y and random.

SCORING MISSIONS
Method for scoring the missions and list of prizes for reaching 100 points 
(in Gantz, there’s the brutal choice between spending 100 points to leave 
the game or spending it to resurrect a fellow game-player who was killed in 
action).

POST-MISSION DOWNTIME
You hang out in the “waiting area” and interact with fellow game-players, 
including the newly resurrected who have been recruited to replace those 
who have been killed during missions.
Make sure, after this downtime, to assess Love/Hate changes.

ON LEAVE
In between missions there’s downtime moves where you can briefly go back 
to your real life,

THE MYSTERY
Maybe possible endgame that involves figuring out what the heck is going 
on? But the meaninglessness of everything is part of the existential angst, so 
it might not be needed.

EXAMPLE OF PLAY
Write up stuff here or spread throughout?


